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In order to understand the discharge characteristics in an alternating current plasma display panel ~ac
PDP! and optimize it further, a three-dimensional fluid code ~FL3P! has been developed. Using this
simulator, various three-dimensional features of discharges are investigated in the sustain mode of
PDP. First, the striations of wall charge are observed at both the anode and cathode side. Second, the
local efficiency is obtained as a function of position. It is mainly divided into the anode region and
the cathode region and highest near the anode center. Finally, the effects of various
three-dimensional parameters are studied. As one of the examples showing the effect of electrode
shaping, the discharge characteristics of a T-shaped electrode cell are compared with those of a
conventional cell. The phosphor on barrier ribs contributes to over 44% of the total luminance, but
barrier ribs themselves do not play an important role in the overall discharge efficiency. Address
electrode width is not always proportional to the size of the discharge because of the wall loss of the
particles to barrier ribs. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1479758#
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma display panels ~PDPs! are one of the most prom-
ising technologies for wall hanging high definition color
television.1 However, there remain important issues to be
solved, such as improvement of luminous efficiency, reduc-
ing power consumption, and increasing the lifetime. Opti-
mizing the properties of PDP can be aided by understanding
the microdischarge physics inside a PDP cell.
The light emission of PDP is based on high-pressure
glow discharge whose typical dimensions are in a few hun-
dred mm range and which forms the basic picture element of
the display. In the monochrome display, the visible light
from the discharge is directly used, while the color display
panel uses the ultraviolet ~UV! photons that are converted
into the visible photons by red, green, and blue phosphors.
The UV photons are generated from the discharge of neon,
helium, and xenon gas mixture. Sometimes argon or other
rare gases are also mixed.
The PDP cells are confined to a volume of submillimeter
gap size. Direct experimental access and diagnostics of the
discharge are limited because of the small system size. Nu-
merical simulation can therefore be a useful tool to provide
detailed information on the microdischarge characteristics in
a PDP cell. There have been many one- and two-dimensional
numerical models of PDP discharges over the last a few
years.2–7 One-dimensional models are sufficient for simulat-
ing matrix-type PDP,2–4 while the study of coplanar-type
PDP requires at least two-dimensional modeling.5–7 Because
of its low speed, three-dimensional simulations are not com-
mon, though three-dimensional variations of the cell struc-
ture are widely performed in experiments. Examples are
PDPs with T-shaped electrodes8 and delta tri-color arrange-
ment cell structures with meander barrier ribs,9 which have
higher luminous efficiency. Therefore, three-dimensional
simulations are considered important for further optimization
and proposing new designs of PDP cells, but there are not
many three-dimensional models.10,11
In this article, we report on a three-dimensional fluid
code ~FL3P! for PDP. Previously, we have successfully de-
veloped a two-dimensional code for PDP ~FL2P!12 and have
reported on certain aspects of optimization.13 The FL3P is a
generalization of the FL2P that utilizes the local field ap-
proximation and the drift-diffusion model. The semi-implicit
coupling of Poisson’s equation and the continuity equation
makes it possible to increase the simulation time step above
that of the dielectric relaxation time. Consequently, the simu-
lation speed is greatly enhanced. Taking advantage of its fast
computation speed, we focus here on the simulation of the
sustain mode rather than that of the firing mode that is
mainly simulated in other three-dimensional simulations.
We describe the physical model and numerical method
in Sec. II. Section III shows the discharge characteristics in
the sustain mode and the three-dimensional features, espe-
cially, the effects of the three-dimensional parameters such as
electrode shape, barrier ribs, and width of address electrode.
We also suggest the future direction of a cell design for the
high efficiency. Section IV summarizes our work.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
A. Physical model
Our model consists of the following set of coupled equa-
tions:
]ni
]t
1„Gi5Si , ~1!
Gi52Di„ni1sgn~qi!m iniE, ~2!a!Electronic mail: jkl@postech.ac.kr
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„~eE!5(
i
qini , ~3!
where i stands for the electron, ions ~i.e., Xe1 and Ne1!, or
excited species ~i.e., Xe*(3P1), Xe*(3P2), Xe2*(Ou1),
Xe2*(1(u1), Xe2*(3(u1), and Xe**!. Xe** stands for the sum
of 6s8, 6p , 5d , 7s states. The terms ni , Gi , Si , Di , m i , E,
e, and qi are the number density, flux, source function, dif-
fusion coefficient, mobility, electric field, dielectric permit-
tivity, and charge for species i, respectively; qi and sgn(qi)
for excited species are zero.
Equation ~1! is the continuity equation for the density ni
of species i. Equation ~2! is the momentum transfer equation
for the particle flux Gi in the drift-diffusion approximation. It
includes the mobility-driven drift term and the diffusion
term. Equation ~3! is Poisson’s equation for the electric field
E.
The local field approximation3–7 is used for computing
source function and transport coefficient: the source function
Si in Eq. ~1! and the mobility coefficient m i in Eq. ~2! are
assumed to be functions of the reduced electric field E/P ~E
is electric field strength and P is the neutral gas pressure!.
This is sufficient approximation for our purpose.6 The rela-
tions between Si , m i , and E/P are obtained using the Bolt-
zmann solver, BOLSIG.3,14 The diffusion coefficient Di is
obtained from the Einstein relation
Di5
m ikBTi
e
, ~4!
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is the elementary
charge, and Ti is the particle temperature. For the estimation
of Di , it is assumed that electron and ion temperatures are 1
eV and the gas temperature 350 K, respectively.
At the interface between the gas and the dielectric sur-
face, the charge density is calculated by integrating the
charged particle fluxes to the surfaces during the discharge
evolution. The particle fluxes to a dielectric surface are cal-
culated, as in Ref. 3
Gpn5sgn~qp!spmpnpEn1np y
¯p
4 , ~5!
Gen52semeneEn1ne y
¯
e
4 1Gsen, ~6!
Gse52(
p
gse,pGp , ~7!
where e denotes electron and p denotes ions or excited spe-
cies. Equations ~5! and ~6! have the mobility-driven drift
term and the isotropic thermal flux term. In addition, Eq. ~6!
for electron has an additional flux term Gse due to secondary
electron emission by ion or metastable impact. The term gse
in Eq. ~7! is the secondary electron emission coefficient, n is
the unit normal vector towards the wall, and y¯ i is mean speed
of species i
y¯ i5A8kBTipmi . ~8!
The symbol s is defined in a way that it is nonzero only if the
drift velocity is directed towards the wall
s5 H 1 sgn~q !mEn.00 sgn~q !mEn<0. ~9!
We use the Neumann boundary condition for the open
boundary, i.e., the gradients of densities and fluxes on the
open boundary are zero.
The densities of the excited species decay as they radiate
the UV or IR photons. The nonresonant IR or UV photons
are assumed to reach the wall very rapidly without being
trapped by the ground state neutral species. However, the
resonant UV photons emitted from Xe*(3P1) suffer many
absorptions and reemissions before they reach the wall. The
strict kinetics of the resonant photons is described by solving
the Holstein equation15 or using a multiple-scattering
representation,16,17 which is very time consuming. Therefore,
the concept of an escape factor is often used for an approxi-
mate formulation of incorporating trapping effects, espe-
cially in PDP simulation. In our simulation the formula in
Ref. 3 is used for calculating the escape factor.
Under the assumption of the isotropic emission of UV
photons, their fluxes to the phosphor are computed using
ray-tracing techniques.18 Some UV photons reaching the
phosphor are converted into the visible photons according to
a quantum efficiency of the phosphor for UV-visible photon
conversion. Then we assume that the visible photons are iso-
tropically reemitted and transparent to the gas. The fluxes of
the visible photons arriving on the output window are again
calculated using ray-tracing techniques. The obtained results
are used for calculating the luminance and luminous effi-
ciency.
B. Definitions of physical quantities
The formulas used for calculating the discharge and lu-
minous efficiencies are as follows. The discharge efficiency
~or UV radiation efficiency! is defined by3
hdis5
WUV
W in
, ~10!
where WUV and W in are the UV radiation energy and the
Joule loss, respectively. The total energy of UV photons WUV
is
WUV5Ehalf
cycle
dtEdischarge
volume
dV(
k
nknkek ,hv , ~11!
where k, n , and e are excited species emitting UV photons,
emission frequency, and energy of emitted photons, respec-
tively. The Joule loss W in is
W in5Ehalf
cycle
dtEdischarge
volume
dV(
i
qiGiE, ~12!
where i is charged species. The averaged photon power or
consumed power is defined by
PUV,in5
WUV,in
*
cycle
half dt . ~13!
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The luminous efficiency ~or light generation efficiency! is
defined by19
hvis5
Wvis
W in
, ~14!
where Wvis is the visible light energy. The total energy of
visible photons Wvis is
Wvis5Ehalf
cycle
dtE
window
dSFeph , ~15!
where F and eph are visible photon flux and energy of visible
photons, respectively. The luminance is given by
L5
Wvis
p*
cycle
half dt*windowdS
. ~16!
While the photon power and discharge efficiency are not
related to the position or area of the phosphor, the luminance
and luminous efficiency are much dependent on it.
C. Numerical method
The coupled equations ~1!–~7! are integrated between
time tk and time tk115tk1Dt where Dt is a time step.
The continuity Eq. ~1! is integrated by a Douglass and
Gunn alternative direction implicit method20
S ni2 12 ]G i ,x]x Dt D *5S ni1S 12 ]G i ,x]x 1 ]G i ,y]y 1 ]G i ,z]z
1SiDDt D k, ~17!
S ni2 12 ]G i ,y]y Dt D **5S ni2 12 ]G i ,y]y Dt D *, ~18!
S ni2 12 ]G i ,z]z Dt D
k11
5S ni2 12 ]G i ,z]z Dt D **. ~19!
The superscript k and the subscript i represent the time index
and the species index, respectively. The superscript asterisks
and double asterisks denote intermediate values. Because
this method is not explicit but implicit, it is stable and accu-
rate for time steps much larger than the Courant–Friedrichs–
Lewy ~CFL! condition.21
For the calculation of the values G i ,x* , G i ,y* , G i ,y** , G i ,x** ,
and G i ,z
k11
, we need the values of E*, E**, and Ek11, which
are unknown in time tk. When for these electric fields the
value Ek is used in Eqs. ~17!–~19!, the simulation time step
should not be larger than the dielectric relaxation time22
td5
e0
( iuqium ini
, ~20!
where td is inversely proportional to the plasma density n.
When the discharge is ignited, the plasma density grows ex-
ponentially and the simulation time step should be reduced
accordingly. This is the most crucial factor to slow down the
calculation speed of the simulation code. To relax this kind
of restriction on reducing the time step, we use the estimated
electric field E˜ k11 for the values E*, E**, and Ek11.
We obtain the electric field E˜ k11 from Poisson’s equa-
tion
„~eE˜ k11!5(
i
qin˜ i
k11
. ~21!
Note that instead of the actual density at time tk11, the esti-
mated density n˜ i
k11 is used in Eq. ~21!, where n˜ i
k11 is cal-
culated from
n˜ i
k115ni
k2Dt„Gi~nik ,E˜ k11!. ~22!
With the substitution of Eq. ~2! into Eq. ~22!, Eqs. ~21! and
~22! become23
„H Fe1(
i
Dtni
km i
k sgn~qi!GE˜ k11J
5(
i
@qini
k1Dt„~Dik„nik!# . ~23!
The modified Poisson’s Eq. ~23! is discretized spatially ac-
cording to the seven-point formula, and is solved by the suc-
cessive over-relaxation algorithm with Chebyshev accelera-
tion.
The flux in Eq. ~2! is spatially discretized using the
Sharfetter–Gummel scheme24 which supports large density
gradients. Spatially discretized forms of Eqs. ~17!–~19! are
converted to tridiagonal systems of equations which can be
easily solved.
As we mentioned it in Sec. I, implicit or semi-implicit
algorithm makes it possible to make use of simulation time
steps as large as 50 times of the CFL condition and 20 times
of the dielectric relaxation time. It takes about one day on a
Pentium PC to simulate five voltage pulses for a 64343312
grid system, which is suitable to obtain steady state results at
a relatively small computational time.
In this section, we described the physical and numerical
model for our PDP simulation and the definitions of some
important terms in this field. We also validated the reliability
of our code through various comparisons though the details
are not published: comparisons with the analytic Paschen
theory for a parallel-plate geometry and diagnostics from
other simulation codes11,12 for a coplanar PDP geometry.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS IN THE SUSTAIN MODE
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a coplanar ac
PDP. Two sustain electrodes ~scan electrode and common
electrode! and one address electrode make a discharge cell.
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a typical PDP cell.
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In our simulation, the cell is turned on through two steps.
The first step is the discharge ignition between scan and ad-
dress electrodes, which is called addressing. The second step
is the ac pulsed discharges between two sustain electrodes,
which is called sustaining. The addressing is just a transient
discharge to provide the selectivity of the cell. Most of the
visible photons are generated during the sustain pulse. There-
fore, the luminance or the efficiency of PDP is determined by
the sustaining discharges. From the addressing to the steady
pulsed discharges ~sustaining!, usually ten or more transient
pulsed discharges exist. Therefore, we should simulate sev-
eral pulses for meaningful analysis of the efficiency by simu-
lation. This simulation is very time consuming, especially for
three-dimensional systems. There are not many reports on
the simulation of sustaining discharges of PDP in three di-
mensions. In this article, we present the discharge character-
istics of the three-dimensional simulation in the sustain
mode.
The simulation parameters are as follows. The cell sizes
are shown in each figure. The distance between two sustain
electrodes is 60 mm. The neutral gas is a neon–xenon ~96/
4%! mixture with the pressure 500 Torr. The secondary elec-
tron emission coefficients on the protection layer are 0.5,
0.05, and 0.5 for neon ions, xenon ions, and xenon-excited
species, respectively. A sustain voltage with a frequency of
100 kHz and a duty ratio of 30% is applied.
Figure 2 shows the total number traces of electron, ions,
and resonant excited xenon during the sustain pulse. At the
times indicated by arrows in Fig. 2, various spatial profiles
are calculated: top view and side view of the resonant excited
xenon density @Figs. 3~a!–3~c! and 3~d!–3~f!#, and wall
charge distributions on the upper dielectric surface and bar-
rier rib @Figs. 4~a!–4~c! and 4~d!–4~f!#. In Fig. 3, the con-
tours are equipotential lines and the shadings represent the
density of resonant excited xenon. Top views and side views
are taken from the plane where the density is the maximum
in the y direction at the number peak time and the plane
where the z position is the middle of the z direction, respec-
tively.
As time advances, the discharge occurs near the gap with
the help of applied potential and wall charge generated from
the previous discharge. The number of plasma particles in-
creases rapidly and wall charges are accumulated on the di-
electric surface. Then the plasma particles spread over the
upper dielectric surface due to the accumulation of wall
charge on the upper dielectric surface @Figs. 3~a!–3~c!#. The
accumulation also starts at the center region and moves to
the outer side of the electrodes @Figs. 4~a!–4~c!#. Since the
polarity of wall charges is opposite to the applied voltage,
the electric field inside the cell is decreased, which leads to
self-extinction of the discharge. Interestingly, the top view of
the resonant excited xenon density shows the two bumps in
the z direction @Figs. 3~a!–3~c!# as in experimental result of
Ref. 25. They are formed because of the cathode sheath near
barrier ribs. The number of bumps depends on the geometry
of the PDP cell. Figures 6~a!–6~c! show only one bump.
FIG. 2. Total number traces of xenon ion, neon ion, electron, and resonant
excited xenon in the sustain mode.
FIG. 3. ~a!–~c! Top view and ~d!–~f! side view of the contour plots of the
resonant excited xenon density and potential at times denoted by arrows in
Fig. 2.
FIG. 4. Wall charge distributions on ~a!–~c! the upper dielectric surface and
~d!–~f! the barrier rib at times denoted by arrows in Fig. 2.
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In the following subsections, first we describe the three-
dimensional features of the wall charge distributions. Sec-
ond, the local discharge efficiency is obtained and analyzed.
Finally, we investigate the effects of the three-dimensional
parameters, such as ~i! electrode shape, ~ii! barrier ribs, and
~iii! width of address electrode, which cannot be included in
usual two-dimensional simulations. As will be seen later,
these simulations are helpful for suggesting new designs of
PDP cell for its optimization.
A. Wall charge distribution
The wall charge affects the discharge so much and also
plays a very important role on the operation of ac PDP. Dur-
ing the discharge, because the charges accumulated on the
dielectric surfaces reduce the effect of the applied voltage,
the discharge is self-extinguished. Since the sustain voltage
itself is smaller than the firing voltage, the discharge cannot
be ignited by itself without the help of the wall charge accu-
mulated by the previous discharge.
It is hard to directly observe the wall charge distribution
in experiment, but it can be easily obtained in simulation.
The wall charge can be accumulated on the upper and lower
dielectric surfaces and barrier ribs. However, since the wall
charge on the lower dielectric surface does not usually play
an important role on the discharge in the sustain mode, we
diagnose the wall charges only on the upper dielectric sur-
face and barrier ribs. Here we present the three-dimensional
features of the wall charge distributions: the z-directional dis-
tribution of the wall charge on the upper dielectric layer and
the distribution on barrier ribs that cannot be included in the
two-dimensional simulation.
In side views of the resonant excited xenon profiles
@Figs. 3~d!–3~f!#, the striations are observed. The experimen-
tal and simulational observations of striations in PDP have
been reported elsewhere.26–29 Noticeably, wall charge distri-
bution on the barrier rib shows the striations near the cathode
as well as the anode @Figs. 4~d!–4~f!#, though the striations
of plasma particles are formed only in the anode side @Figs.
3~d!–3~f!#.26–29 The striations of wall charge near the cath-
ode come from the previous discharge when the present cath-
ode was actually an anode.
In wall charge distributions on the upper dielectric sur-
face @Figs. 4~a!–4~c!#, there is nonuniformity along the z
direction and the positive wall charge on the cathode side is
accumulated more nonuniformly than the negative wall
charge on the anode side ~though it is hard to resolve the
uniformity well in figures!. We can also ensure it through the
comparison of wall charge density on the barrier ribs @Figs.
4~d!–4~f!# and on the upper dielectric surface @Figs. 4~a!–
4~c!#. On the anode side, wall charge on the barrier rib is five
times smaller than that of the upper dielectric surface and on
the cathode side, over ten times. Thus there is the significant
nonuniformity along the z direction and the nonuniformity is
higher near the cathode than near the anode. This is one of
the three-dimensional results from the widely known proper-
ties that the mobility of electrons is higher than that of ions.
This result means that the two-dimensional simulation over-
estimates the uniformity of wall charge, especially positive
wall charge, because the z direction is assumed to be infinite
in that simulation.
B. Local discharge efficiency
In general, the discharge efficiency is increased by de-
creasing the electron temperature or the electric field.3 As the
ratio of the discharge in the small electric field region to the
discharge in the large electric field region increases, the ef-
ficiency increases. We can adapt this result to a PDP cell. In
a coplanar PDP cell, there is the short gap between two sus-
tain coplanar electrodes where the large electric field exists
and, consequently, the discharge initiates. Thus, in order to
increase the efficiency of a cell, we should design a new cell
in which the discharge is activated at the outer region of
electrodes where the electric field is low. When the discharge
at the outer region is more activated, the discharge will form
wider plasma distribution along the dielectric surface, which
is called the long path discharge. This can be one of the
reasons why a longer path discharge leads to higher effi-
ciency.
However, in an ac PDP cell, since the surface charge
affects the discharge so much, as mentioned in Sec. III A, the
above statements cannot be true. The charge accumulation on
the dielectric surface reduces the effect of the applied poten-
tial and the electric field structure is greatly changed. We
investigate it through the local efficiency plot and suggest
how to design a cell with the high efficiency.
The efficiency in PDP terminology is the averaged quan-
tity in time and space as defined in Eq. ~10!. Here, in order to
analyze the details of efficiency, we define a new local dis-
charge efficiency as the ratio of photon power to consumed
power at each position. That is, the local efficiency is the
time-averaged but space-resolved quantity. But a detailed
discussion about this definition is needed. The meaningful
definition of the local efficiency is how much ratio of total
consumed power is deposited to the photon production at
each position. However, we may have difficulty in calculat-
ing it. The positions of the deposited power and the photon
production could be different since the excited species cre-
ated from the consumed power in some positions is trans-
ported to another position before the photon is emitted from
it. But because the transport of the excited species is driven
by the diffusion motion due to the density gradients rather
than the drift motion due to the electric field, it is assumed
that there is no big difference at least in the spatial distribu-
tion of the local efficiency.
Figures 5~a!–5~c! are the averaged photon power, power
consumption, and local discharge efficiency. They are aver-
aged over a half cycle in time and y direction in space. The
region where the efficiency is high or low is distinguished
mainly by the cathode or the anode side rather than by the
inner edge or the outer edge of the electrodes. This comes
from the charge accumulation on the surface as stated.
Nearly the same number of photons is generated near the two
electrodes, while power consumption is larger near the cath-
ode than near the anode. Hence, the local discharge effi-
ciency is higher near the anode than near the cathode. That is
because in the cathode side there is the cathode sheath region
9517J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 12, 15 June 2002 Kim et al.
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where the electric field is large and consequently the produc-
tion of xenon excited states is low,3 while in the anode side
there is the plasma column region where the electric field is
small and, consequently, the xenon excited states are pro-
duced efficiently. Therefore, for the high efficiency we
should design a new PDP cell where the discharge is acti-
vated more in the plasma column region than in the cathode
sheath region. From this point of view, the long path dis-
charge with the long plasma column region can be included
in the category. In addition, we also notice that the discharge
efficiency is higher near the center of the anode than near the
edge of the anode and barrier ribs.
C. Effect of electrode shaping
The discharge characteristics of the PDP cell are much
dependent on the shape of sustain electrode. Though the
electrode shaping needs more efforts to make it, it can be
used for the further optimization of PDP cell. One of those
examples is a T-shaped electrode cell with about 15% higher
efficiency than that of a conventional electrode cell.8
Through our three-dimensional simulations, we investigate
why a T-shaped electrode cell shows the higher efficiency
and why power consumptions are nearly the same, although
the area of T-shaped electrode is smaller than that of conven-
tional one.
Figures 6~a!–6~c! and 6~d!–6~f! are top views of the
resonant excited xenon density of a conventional electrode
cell and T-shaped electrode cell, respectively. In both cases,
the distance between scan and common electrodes is set to
65 mm. At the number peak the maximum density is smaller
in the T-shaped one than in the conventional one, but the
total number is the larger in the T-shaped one. Since a
T-shaped electrode is longer along the x direction than a
conventional electrode, the plasma distribution in a T-shaped
electrode cell is wider along the x direction than that in the
conventional one @Figs. 6~a!–6~c! and 6~d!–6~f!#. The
T-shaped electrode cell has a longer plasma column region
than a conventional one. This is why the discharge efficiency
of T-shaped electrode is about 20% higher than that of a
conventional one as shown in Fig. 7~a!. Therefore, the effi-
ciency improvement of the T-shaped electrode is one of the
examples included in the statement in Sec. III B.
In the case of a conventional electrode cell, it is widely
known that as its electrode is wider along the x direction the
plasma distribution is wider and power consumption in-
creases. We investigate that the electrode area is not always
proportional to power consumption. The area of the T-shaped
electrode is just 77% of that of the conventional electrode,
but its power consumption is comparable with that of the
conventional one as shown in Fig. 7~b!. The explanation
about it is as follows. Since the discharge in this simulation
is confined to the center region in the z direction @Figs. 6~a!–
6~c! and 6~d!–6~f!#, the electrode near the barrier ribs does
not contribute so much to the discharge. The T-shaped elec-
trode is thinner along the z direction and longer along the x
direction than the conventional electrode. Thus, a larger part
of T-shaped electrode than that of conventional one contrib-
utes to the discharge and power consumption. It means that,
FIG. 5. Time-averaged ~a! photon power, ~b! power consumption, and ~c!
local discharge efficiency. They are spatially averaged in the y direction.
FIG. 6. Top view of the contour plots of the resonant excited xenon density
and potential in ~a! a conventional electrode cell and ~b! T-shaped electrode
cell.
FIG. 7. Comparison between the conventional cell and T-shaped electrode
cell. ~a! Discharge efficiency vs sustain voltage. ~b! Power consumption vs
sustain voltage.
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even if the efficiencies of two cells are the same, enough
luminance with a relatively smaller area of electrodes in the
T-shaped electrode can be achieved.
D. Effect of barrier ribs
Barrier ribs are used to prevent the electrical and optical
interaction between cells. Since barrier ribs are coated with
phosphors, they also contribute to the UV-visible photon
conversion. We investigate the effects of barrier ribs on the
efficiency.
In Sec. III B, we found out that the discharge efficiency
near the edge of barrier ribs is rather low through Fig. 5~c!.
In this subsection, in order to find out how much barrier ribs
influence on the overall efficiency, the following four cells
are simulated—Reference, Case A, Case B, and Case C.
‘‘Reference’’ is the usual cell with barrier ribs that the phos-
phor is deposited on. Its cell size is 114031803380 mm3.
‘‘Case A’’ has barrier ribs without the phosphor deposition.
‘‘Case B’’ and ‘‘Case C’’ do not have even barrier ribs. The
cell size of Case B is the same as Reference, but in Case C
the discharge volume instead of its cell size is the same as
Reference. That is, the cell sizes of Reference, Case A, and
Case B are the same, while that of Case C is 114031803300
mm3.
Figure 8 is the luminous efficiencies of four cells. Case
B has around 44% lower efficiency than Reference. In our
simulation, the contribution of barrier ribs is underestimated
because the barrier rib is described as a rectangular parallel-
epiped in simulation unlike a real PDP cell. We can, there-
fore, notice that the phosphor on barrier ribs contributes to
over 44% of total luminance. The remaining 56% comes
from the bottom phosphor on the lower dielectric. The phos-
phor area on barrier ribs is about 45% of the overall phos-
phor area, which is nearly the same as the percentage of its
contribution to efficiency. This relation makes it easy to es-
timate the contribution of some phosphor region in arbitrary
geometry.
In comparisons between Case A and Case B or Case A
and Case C, there is no significant difference. This result
gives the conclusion that barrier ribs themselves do not play
an important role in the overall discharge efficiency. This
agrees well with the result that there are not many particles
near barrier ribs @Figs. 6~a!–6~c! and 6~d!–6~f!#.
E. Effect of address electrode width
Address electrode is used to select the cell that should be
turned on or off. It also defines the position of the discharge
in the direction perpendicular to the sustain electrodes. Here
we investigate how much the width of address electrode af-
fects the size of the discharge in the sustain mode when the
address electrode is grounded.
Figures 9~a!–9~c! are electron densities at each number
peak time for various values of address electrode width, i.e.,
60, 120, and 300 mm, respectively. The size of the discharge
in the z direction is nearly independent of the address elec-
trode width. As address electrode width increases, power
consumption is slightly reduced but wall charge density on
barrier ribs increases as shown in Fig. 9~d!. Here wall charge
density is taken as the difference between maximum and
minimum values. It means that, though the large electric field
region is expanded, the number of the plasma particles does
not increase because of the wall loss. The particle loss to
barrier ribs and its charging prevent the expansion of the
discharge. This is why the address electrode width does not
affect the size of the discharge in the z direction in our simu-
lation even though too small width of the address electrode
makes the addressing impossible. It may not be general and
limited only to our condition. Nonetheless, it is found that
the address electrode width is not always proportional to the
size of the discharge because of the wall loss of the particles
to barrier ribs.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Three-dimensional simulation is useful for understand-
ing of the three-dimensional features and further optimiza-
tion of ac PDP. For this purpose, we have developed a three-
dimensional fluid code ~FL3P! with the remarkable
FIG. 8. Luminous efficiency vs sustain voltage for four cells, i.e., Refer-
ence, Case A, Case B, and Case C.
FIG. 9. Top views of the contour plots of the electron density for the various
values of address electrode width; i.e., ~a! 60 mm, ~b! 120 mm, and ~c! 300
mm. ~Contours are plotted at each number peak time with the same contour
level values.! ~d! Power consumption and wall charge density vs address
electrode width. ~Wall charge density is taken as the difference between
maximum and minimum values.!
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improvement of computation speed by employing semi-
implicit method. Using this simulator, we obtain various re-
sults about the three-dimensional features in the sustain
mode, which are directly related to the efficiency.
The three-dimensional features of discharges were inves-
tigated in the sustain mode of PDP. First, we observed the
striations of wall charge at both the anode and cathode side
unlike the striations of plasma particles for the first time. We
also found that the two-dimensional simulation overesti-
mates the uniformity of wall charge, especially positive wall
charge. Second, the local discharge efficiency was obtained
as a function of position in the xz plane. It was mainly di-
vided into the anode region and the cathode region and high-
est near the anode center. From this result, we suggest that
the plasma column should be enhanced for the improvement
of efficiency. Finally, we study the effects of the three-
dimensional parameters such as electrode shape, barrier ribs,
and width of address electrode, which cannot be included in
usual two-dimensional simulations. As one of the examples
showing the effect of electrode shaping, we compare the dis-
charge characteristics of a T-shaped electrode cell with that
of a conventional cell. From these comparisons, we found
that the high efficiency of the T-shaped electrode cell can be
explained by the long plasma column and the T-shaped elec-
trode can be used for producing enough luminance with a
relatively small area of electrodes. We also obtain the results
that the phosphor on barrier ribs contributes to over 44% of
total luminance, but barrier ribs themselves do not play an
important role in the overall discharge efficiency. Address
electrode width was not always proportional to the size of
the discharge in the z direction because of the wall loss of the
particles to barrier ribs. In the future, these results through
the three-dimensional simulation will give us more extensive
and helpful knowledge to optimize the PDP cell.
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